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Mo School: An Overview

Funds for the implementation of the Mo School Abhiyan come primarily from two sources - 

contributions from Donors, and twice the amount (2x) of each such contribution provided from an 

initial dedicated fund of Hundred Crore Rupees created for the purpose by the government. 

Donors make contributions in terms of money, materials and/or services such as sharing 

experiences, teaching life-lessons, providing technological exposures etc.

'Mo School Abhiyan Parichalana Sangathan' is a registered society under the Society Registration 

Act, 1860. The 'Sangathan' is acting as a catalyst in connecting the alumni, the alumni 

associations, teachers and communities to interact, volunteer, contribute and support in 

developing the public-school ecosystem, nurture talent in academics, sports, culture, arts, science 

& technology and entrepreneurship.

Mo School Abhiyan emerged from the desires of alumni who wanted to help in bringing 

improvement in the education of their alma maters. Since the initiation of the project, it received a 

huge positive response from all the stakeholders as well as from the private sector corporates, 

philanthropists, social impact organizations, institutions, high level officials, and others not only 

from Odisha or India but from alumni who reside abroad also.

'Mo School Abhiyan' rests on five pillars: Connect, Collaborate, Contribute, Create and finally, 

Celebrate.

Functioning on the strength of connecting alumni to their schools for developing the latter, 'Mo 

School Abhiyan' was launched by Hon'ble Chief Minister of Odisha on November 14, 2017, 

Children's Day, and is going strong. The idea was to foster a citizen-Government partnership to 

develop the public-school ecosystem and to provide a platform for sharing, contributing 

resources to improve the school education in Odisha. The programme started as a small journey 

towards giving back to one's alma mater and motherland has now become a revolution.   
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A robust and vibrant school education system holds the key to a brighter future 

for the state and its people. Odisha needs to groom its school children to be 

successful citizens that shape the emergence of a progressive and cosmopolitan 

state leading it to be the most developed one in the nation.

Mo School is a first-of-its-kind initiative in the country – a citizen-government partnership in 

which the former leads in designing the programme, defining its goals and directing its 

implementation. Partnering with alumni members and several national and international 

organisations, Mo School Abhiyan has developed different platforms to revitalize School 

Education on specific aspects.

Alumni as stakeholders in enhancing quality education:

The active involvement of alumni groups in the schools has resulted in solving issues at the school 

level and mobilizing additional resources. By gaining access to the school processes, the alumni 

committee has understood the existing constraints and have been willing to contribute in several 

ways towards critical improvement. The infrastructure related gaps have been met through 

resource contributions and the student learning needs are also being addressed.

The government provides operational and financial support to the programme while the Mo 

School Executive Body runs the everyday affairs supported by a Governing Council and a Board 

of Advisors, both of which comprise, among others, thought leaders, eminent educationists, 

social scientists, and notable people from the fields of art, architecture, design, advertising, 

communication film-making, literature, science, technology, sports and public administration.
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Mo School Abhiyan: Strategies which triggered the Initiative

The State Government of Odisha has from received expressions of interest alumni and others who 

are keen to contribute to their alma maters i.e., schools that they or their relatives attended. The 

Honourable Chief Minister of Odisha Shri Naveen Patnaik launched the Mo School campaign on 

November 14, 2017 – Children's Day. Mo School aims to create a platform for people to connect, 

collaborate and contribute to revamping the government and government-aided schools in Odisha.



Our aim & objective:
The overarching objective of Mo School is to:

This is how we function:

Foster and facilitate volunteerism to give back to alma maters.

Provide a platform for individuals (including, but not limited to, 
alumni), associations, social impact organisations, foundations, 
philanthropists, companies and others to contribute to the 
development of the school ecosystem in Odisha.

Leverage the experience, success and influence of the alumni 
and its vast worldwide network to impart best practices in 
school education.

Create an enabling environment to harness the vast human 
resources and intellectual capital of the State and its people.

Equip students with the physical and mental infrastructure 
required for multi-faceted development such that they can 
evolve into wholesome individuals empowered to pursue any 
vocation, profession or avocation that they are passionate 
about.

Groom school children to become dreamers, doers, makers, 
growers, explorers, experimenters and entrepreneurs.

Contributions received in terms of funds for developing the schools, the state 
government will contribute double (2x) the amount. In this regard a special corpus has 
been announced by the state government every FY.

Once the concerned school receives a project proposal and its budget estimate from a 
donor and approves it; it passes on a list of all approved projects and corresponding 
monetary contributions to the District Education Officer (DEO).

The DEO submits a consolidated list of all school projects and donations from his/her 
district to the Mo School Executive Council for approval and the 2x matching grant 
from the state.

The MSAPS has adopted a multipronged strategy for the development of education sector by 

creating required infrastructure and facilities in the State by mobilising resources from the 

alumni. 
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After examining that the project(s) meet certain pre-decided criteria and standards, the 
Executive Council (EC) of Mo School after due deliberations gives nod to the 
projects. 

After receiving the matching funds from the Mo School Abhiyan Parichalana 
Sangathan (MSAPS), the school initiates implementation of the project with an 
intimation to the contributor.

Activities' highlights (2021-22)

While implementing the proposed plan and programme during the aforementioned period, 
emphasis was laid on the following thrust areas: 

The Government of Odisha increased the allocation for education sector in 2021-22. Education 
and skill development has received the highest allocation in the Budget for 2021-22 fiscal with the 
state government earmarking a whopping Rs24,370 crore with a major thrust on holistic 
development of schools, colleges and skill training institutes. An allocation of Rs253 crore has 
been made under 'Mo School' programme against previous year's Rs40 crore, six times more than 
the previous fiscal.

To amplify the 'Mo School' programme in all elementary schools across the 
state

Orientation programmes to polish the digital skills of the teachers

Conducting regular meetings of parents, SMC, local people and villagers of 
the transformed schools under the guidance of alumni.

Project monitoring and social audit

Organising virtual learning programmes in collaboration with Quest 
Alliance, Agastya Foundation, Tata Trusts, Livolink Foundation, Round 
Table India, Pratham, Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti and Raspberry Pi 
Foundation in view of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Leveraging Mo School programme in all higher secondary schools

To elevate the academic enrichment of high schools included under the '5T 
High School Transformation Programme

Completion of ongoing Mo School projects

Promoting volunteerism among alumni members; alumni mobilisation and 
creating awareness among local community members about 'Mo School'
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Plan Outlay & Expenditure:

Target and achievement:

Plan Outlay and Expenditure of Mo School: 2021-22 (In crores)

The approved plan outlay and expenditure of Mo School Abhiyan during 2021-22 is presented 

below. 

“Mo School project has reached out to 6.27 lakh (as of 31st December 2021) alumni members 

while covering more than 32,501 schools. By the end of 2022, target has been set to incorporate 

'Mo School Abhiyan' in 50,000 schools in Odisha and to reach out to 10 lakh alumni members. 

Efforts are underway to reach out to all government and government-aided schools in the state. To 

facilitate the process, special alumni events will be held in 58,000 schools in the year 2022. The 

events will be held at both school and district levels. Along with alumni, members of the school 

S l . 
No.

1.

2.

Particulars

427 Cr. - 427 Cr. 427 Cr. 427 Cr. 2.23 Cr.

1019 Cr. 1009.25 Cr.1137 Cr.1137 Cr.887 Cr.250 Cr.

Estimated
Budget

Total
Budget

Funds 
Received

Exp. DoneSupplimentary 
Budget
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management committee and head teachers will remain present and will prepare a blueprint for the 

holistic development of the school. Alumni with the current students will exchange ideas and 

guide them for the future. Also, awareness programmes in the districts that are lagging behind will 

be organised by Mo School state and district level teams. 
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Programme Initiatives:

Elementary School Transformation Programme

Mo School has been approached by many national and international organisations working across 

diverse expertise areas. The offerings from these organisations cover a wide spectrum of topics 

from improving language and computer skills of children to teaching them about safety and 

sanitation, to counselling them on how to cope with the trauma of a natural disaster. In 2021-22 

FY year, 'Mo School' has collaborated with social and educational organisations like Quest 

Alliance, Agastya Foundation, Tata Trusts, Livolink Foundation, Round Table India, Pratham, 

Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti and Raspberry Pi Foundation and organised several programmes for 

multidisciplinary development of both teachers and students.

Elementary School Transformation Programme is a collaborative endeavour of Mo School 

Abhiyan and Livolink Foundation along with the district administration of Kandhamal and 

Rayagada that primarily aims at improving the learning process in elementary schools with the 

participation of the community. 

A non-financial Memorandum of Understanding                                                                     has 

been signed and the collaboration majorly focuses on alumni and community led elementary 

school transformation and system strengthening intervention with the following key areas of joint 

programme collaboration agenda identified and agreed upon for implementation. 
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Progress so far:

Progress so far:

Schools identified and stakeholder's consultation done with Block & District administration. 
Head teachers of demonstration school were participated in the consultation meetings at 
Kotagarh, Kandhamal and the process has also initiated in Bissamcuttack, Rayagada

In 2021 (as of December 2021), the pilot programme was conducted in 258 High Schools of 
Odisha wherein approximately 43000 students and approximately 6000 teachers were under 
the purview of STEM education.

Teachers and volunteers training on library component have been completed in two phases, 46 
teachers and 54 volunteers from ESTP blocks were participated.

Foundational Literacy and Numeracy campaign has been launched in Bissamcuttack and FLN 
training for 50 community volunteers has been completed.

Hands on Science Activity and Mobile Science Van services have been inaugurated by Hon'ble 
Chairperson of Mo School Abhiyan.
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Transforming Learning Ecosystems by making 
Secondary School Teachers - 21st century Educators

In order to establish a School-to-Work Continuum, Quest Alliance has designed Learner-focused 

programs using Ed-tech, capacity building, partner collaborations and advocacy to create real 

impact that changes lives. In secondary schools, Mo School in collaboration with Quest Alliance 

has designed gender-focused interventions to counter gender bias in choices for higher education 

and career choices. Building 21st-century skills in adolescent girls and boys to increase their 

aspirations - particularly in the STEM fields is the motto behind this programme. The 21st-

century skill encompasses self-awareness, communications, relationship building, problem 

solving; and, themes that they work under are life skills, career and work readiness, digital 

literacy and fluency, self-employment. 

Mo School and Quest Alliance will be focusing on making 21st century educators, creating a 21st-

century learning environment, computational thinking, digital literacy, career exploration and 

parent/community engagement. 
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Student workbooks were printed and distributed to 71624 Students of 244 Schools. Teachers 
Manual were also printed and provided to each school. This has helped students to improve 
their STEM Mindset and career explorations. 
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A total of 14 Role model Interactions were organised for these High Schools where 5192 
students (3765 girls and 1427 boys) participated. Students were also motivated for the STEM 
mind-set. 

With regards to Teacher engagement, 5074 teachers were trained on digital literacy. Mo 
School also anchored the virtual training on Skills required for conducting Blended Learning 
classes - usage of Smart Boards in HT Schools - here, 1072 HT Schools were covered and 
approximately 2200 teachers were provided the training with support from Quest Alliance.

A total of 17 PTMs were organised and facilitated by Teachers. 472 parents attended the event 
and discussed on diverse topics like STEM mindset, 21st Century skills of students and the 
role of parents in academic enrichment.
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Creating coders for the future

In India, IT is one of the fastest-growing sectors, presenting tremendous economic opportunities 

and careers for the next generation of coders. Coding is a basic mode of literacy in the digital age, 

and it is important for kids to understand and be able to work with and understand the technology 

around them. Having children learn coding at a young age prepares them for the future. Coding 

helps children with communication, creativity, math, writing, and confidence. Considering this, 

for the first time in state Mo School Abhiyan introduced coding to the students of government 

schools. In collaboration with UK registered charity Raspberry Pi Foundation (RFP), MSAPS 

runs Code Clubs in schools across the state to inspire the next generation, events have been 

created to foster interest in computer science and digital making. The Code Club projects aim to 

familiarise students with programming languages like scratch, python & html. 
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Progress so far:

Mo School in collaboration with RPF is working towards establishing Code Clubs in 1000 HT 
Schools, with an objective to scale-up to another 1000 in the next year.

The Raspberry Pi Foundation will also train 1 teacher from each school on Coding and how to 
establish a Code Club in their respective schools. Till date, RFP has successfully completed the 
teachers training on management of Code Clubs and Scratch Projects. All the training 
programmes were held virtually in view of the Covid-19 situation in the state.

In the 3rd quarter of 2022, RFP will be starting with another 1000 schools/teachers under 5T 
High School Transformation programme. 
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Providing Quality Education to students

Development of School Infrastructure with Round Table India

“People for Action” has collaborated with Mo School Abhiyan for improvement in quality 

education in government and government-aided schools of Odisha under the 5T-High School 

Transformation Programme. In this regard, a non-financial Memorandum of Understanding has 

been signed which broadly includes the following areas of intervention.

1. School Leadership Programme (SLP) for 100 Head Teachers (HTs)

2. Learning Enrichment Programme for Class 10 students in 1,072 schools.

4. Effective use of E-library in 1,072 schools

3. Learning Enhancement Programme for Class 9 students in 1,072 schools

It is an organisation of the young achievers driven by the aims and objectives of community 

service, self-development, fellowship, and fostering international relations. Since 1998, they 

have adopted 'FREEDOM THROUGH EDUCATION' as their National Project in pursuit of 

educating underprivileged children. The organisation has collaborated to Invest Rs. 50 Lacs to 

Rs. 100 Lacs every year under Mo School Abhiyan to take up only Infrastructure Development 

which includes Classrooms, Play Grounds, Toilet Blocks, Boundary Walls etc. They have also 

proposed to replicate their State-of-the-art Model Design for the project schools.

Progress so far:

100 Head Teachers list for the School leadership programme has been finalised in due 
consultation with the district.

An advisory on E-library is being developed.
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Improving Quality of Science Learning 

Science helps our understanding of the world around us. Everything we know about the universe, 

from how trees reproduce to what an atom is made up of, is the result of scientific research and 

experimentation. The outcomes of science go beyond information and skills into the realm of 

attitudes. Inculcation of scientific temper facilitates the task of social transformation. With this 

background, Mo School with Agastya Foundation sought to develop the scientific temper in the 

students of government and government-aided schools. 

Progress so far:

In order to reach out to the students, it was imperative to establish a robust, high-quality, value 
added long-term relationship with government and government-aided schools across Odisha. 
Mo School in collaboration with Agastya Foundation has been building this relationship by 
practicising 'hands-on' and 'experiential learning' pedagogy in Science and Mathematics 
teaching; and, enabling secondary teachers in developing their own TLMs to support their 
classroom transactions.

Agastya Foundation has been organising Constructivist Approach to teaching and Make-
Your-Own-Lab training programmes for teachers of high schools across the state. They have 
successfully completed CMYOL training for more than 280 teachers and other 470 teachers 
will be covered before 1st March 2022.
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Community-based learning for students during pandemic:

The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a toll on the reading habit of our students. The entire India 

went into a lockdown closing schools, colleges and libraries, which resulted in making children 

isolated at home away from schools and away from books. At this time of crisis, Mo School came 

up with an innovative initiative named “Prarambh” to sustain reading habits among primary 

school students. 
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Mo School in association with Pratham and Bharat Gyan 

Vigyan Samiti has launched this community-based 

learning programme for class I-III students to enhance 

basic skills in Mathematics and Language with the 

involvement of community volunteers, alumni and 

teachers of the schools across the state.

Progress so far:

In a bid to boost the sense of community participation and to reach out out to students of rural 
and tribal belts, customised materials were prepared by Pratham, vetted by TE & SCERT and 
printed by Govt. Printing press, Madhupatna, Cuttack.

Mo School is not only distributing the materials among the volunteers in all locations, but also 
monitoring the successful implementation of the programme.

In first phase, the programme has been launched in 1151 centres across 16 districts and in the 
second phase we are planning to instigate the programme in 3849 locations across the state.
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Mo School's School Adoption Programme: 

ii. Bridging infrastructural gaps

i. Enhancing learning ability of the students

iii. Improving mid-day meal and other nutritional initiatives

Under the School Adoption Programme, 1340 individuals from various walks of life such as 

political leaders, local representatives, government officials, etc., have expressed their interest in 

adopting 1366 government and government aided schools of the state till now. Regular meetings 

v. Ensuring physical and mental well-being of students 

Under this programme individuals, adopting schools, have been allowed to take up activities that 

further support and mentor the students to secure a bright future. The major components comprise 

of, but are not limited to:

Mo School's School Adoption Programme has given an ample scope where a leading member of 

society adopts a school and personally gets involved in supporting the school functioning. In 

choosing to adopt a school, one can take up one's alma mater, or a school where their parents 

studied, or a school belonging to an area of personal interest, or for any other reason or passion. 

The School Adoption Programme primarily focuses on mentor's guidance and mentoring support 

in school's initiative to improve the overall academic and co-academic eco-system of the school.

iv. Developing sports infrastructure and coaching support

vi. Fostering human and technology-enabled interventions 
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of the adopted schools with their mentors take place and together with other stakeholders the 

school plans various developmental activities.
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School Adoption Programme : District-wise Adopted Schools



2. 5T- High School Transformation Programme

Mo School Abhiyan was included under the purview of Govt. of Odisha' s 5T Initiative on 12th 

January 2021. To rebuild the pride of the Government schools, the Odisha State Government has 

launched a unique initiative under 5T for school education sector called 5T- High School 

Transformation Programme: “Transformation towards Aspiration” under Mo School Abhiyan. 

The programme targets to encourage the active involvement of elected local bodies for 

infrastructural transformation in schools, reshaping the school processes thereby making schools 

– happier and more joyous learning places. It seeks to make teachers as leaders, and instill self-

confidence among the students; making them ready to compete with students around the world.

The state government has taken extensive steps to mobilise CSR funds from different corporate 

houses to the tune of Rs 90.9 crores at the state level and 39 Cr at the district level against which 

2X matching grant is provided under Mo School to the selected 779 schools and remaining 381 

schools have been funded by DMF/OMBADC. Total 1160 schools have been taken up in the first 

phase, out of which 1076 have been dedicated in the month of November 2021. CSR contribution 

have been released @ Rs 15 lakh per school and Govt. matching grant has been released @ Rs 30 

lakh per school with a total unit cost per school amounting to Rs 45 lakh. 

Similarly in the 2nd phase CSR funds have been mobilised from different corporate houses to the 

tune of Rs 333.4 Cr at the state level against which 2X matching grant is provided under Mo 

Smart classrooms for class 9 & 10 
with enhanced classroom interiors 
and sitting arrangement for students.

Laboratory-cum-interactive science 
centere for secondary grades

Well-equipped e-library

Adequate drinking water provisions 
and sanitation facilities

Games & Sports facilities

School ambience development
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School to the selected 2272 schools and remaining 1143 schools have been funded by 

DMF/OMBADC. Total 3415 schools have been taken up in the 2nd phase of High School 

Transformation. 
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5T High School Transformation Programme : Schools Transformed in First Phase
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5T High School Transformation Programme : Schools to be Transformed in Second Phase

Inclusion of Higher Secondary schools under Mo School Abhiyan: 

For the first time ever, higher secondary schools have been incorporated in 'Mo School Abhiyan' 

and it has been decided to expedite the Mo School programme in all government and government-

aided higher secondary schools across Odisha. In a first, BJB Higher Secondary School and 

Ravenshaw Higher Secondary School have joined Mo School Abhiyan and the former students of 

these premier institutions have contributed for the holistic development of the school. In coming 

days, Mo School will amplify awareness programmes and mobilisation campaigns to connect 

large number of alumni member to their respective alma maters.



Non-core activities under Mo School:

Social audit to maintain transparency:

Complying with the instructions of the Hon'ble Chief Minister, decision has been taken to 

incorporate non-core activities in Mo School. Along with the primary activities of Mo School, 

now schools can engage outsourced manpower for varied exercises such as maintenance of 

school infrastructure, maintenance of garden and nutrition garden, sanitation and cleanliness of 

campus, engagement of security agency, computer handholding, spoken English, art, music and 

dance. Special coaching classes can also be organized for the students. Additionally, schools can 

also indulge in specified activities through 'Mo School' with the permission of the Collector. 

Schools can send their desired proposals after consultation with individuals or organisations that 

have provided financial assistance. A 2X matching grant for the non-core activities will be 

provided by the state government.

 'Social Audit' has been launched by 'Mo School' to emphasize transparency and accountability. 

While social audits have been started in 150 schools of 30 districts, plans are underway to conduct 

social audits in the 35,000 project schools across the state. Monitoring drives will also be taken 

seriously at the district and state levels to ensure transparency in work. Project details will be 

made available to alumni through 'Asset Registers' and public disclosure of projects. The team 

will vigilantly look at the ongoing projects at the state, district and school levels. In addition, 

schools have been asked to submit utilisation certificates for the completed project as soon as 

possible and a team has been formed at the district level to monitor the development.

Not only we are setting up a vibrant culture in terms of participation but also ensuring a 

strict check on every detail, on every penny spent!
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Presence on social media

Mo School is highly active in social media like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube with up-to-date 

information on activities, schemes, success stories and programme related updates. Mo School's 

very own website www.moschool.in is a one-stop solution for the school admins, teachers, 

alumni members, contributors and visitors. Similarly, Mo school app brings the school, current 

students, alumni, and staff together in a seamless manner. The app also helps the alumni to stay in 

touch with their school by getting regular updates about the changes that are taking place. They 

can also contribute to their favourite causes at their school through this app.
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